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Al)su'act--Resultsoftheexperimentson boardCosmos-20a,4(Biosatellite9)arepresented.Vanous
nucleartrackdetectors('NTD)(dielectric,AgCl-based,nuclearemulsions)wereusedtoobtaintheLET
spectrainsideand outsidethesatellite.ThespectrafromthedifferentNTDs haveprovedtobeingeneral
agreement. The results of LET spectra calculations using two different models are also presented. The
resultant LET distributions are used to calculate the absorbed and equivalent doses and the orbit-averaged
quality factors (QF) of the cosmic rays (CR). Absorbed dose rates inside (~20 gem -2 shielding) and
outside (1 gcm -2) the spacecraft, omitting electrons, were found to be 4.8 and 8.6 mrad d-I, respectively,
while the corresponding equivalent doses were 8.8 and 19.7mrem d-L The effects of the flight parameters
on the total fluence of, and on the dose from, the CR particles are analyzed. Integral dose distributions
of the detected particles are also determined. The LET values which separate absorbed and equivalent
doses into 50% intervals are estimated. The CR-39 dielectric NTD is shown to detect 20-30% of the
absorbed dose and 60-70% of the equivalent dose in the Cosmos-2044 orbit. The influence of solar activity
phase on the magnitude of CR flux is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

THE RADIATION environment in near-Earth space

needs to be shown in order to estimate the radiation
risk for any planned manned space mission. The need
for this knowledge becomes even more necessary in
the case of long-term missions.

Cosmic ray dosimeu'y is faced with certain
difficulties due to the complicated composition of
radiation fields in near-Earth space, the diversity of

the factors affecting the qualitative and quantitative

compositions of the fields, and some characteristic
features inherent to space flights. Copious relevant
information has been accumulated within the last
decades, including the total absorbed dose, the dose

rates, the particle LET spectra, and the particle flux
densities. The information relates mainly to low-
inclined orbits (inclination i _<70 °) with altitudes not

exceeding ~ 450 kin.
Recently, the absorbed and equivalent doses have

been estimated using not only dosimeters, but also
N'I"Ds which make it possible to measure the integral

LET spectra of cosmic ray particles in low orbits.
Measurements of that type were made earlier

(Benton, 1983, 1986; Benton and Henke, 1983;

Akopova et aL, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1990a) for
various satellite orbit parameters and thicknesses of
detector shieldings during different solar activity (SA)

periods. Some works should also be noted (Benton,
1986; Akopova et al., 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1990a;
Heinrich, 1977; Heinrich and Baer, 1984; Heinrich
et al., 1989) where the LET distributions were cal-
culated for different satellite parameters. These calcu-
lations treated only the galactic cosmic ray (GCR)

particle component of the radiation field.
The characteristic features of the Cosmos-2044

flight were as follows: the flight took place during
solar maximum and the orbit was near-polar

............. Various NTDs (dielectric plastics, AgCI
single-crystals and nuclear emulsions of different

types), mounted inside and outside the satellite, were
used to measure the CR particle LET spectra within

a broad range. The present work compares the results
of the measurements taken inside and outside (under

low shielding thicknesses) the Cosmos-20dA satellite.
The resultant LET spectra are used to calculate the
total absorbed and equivalent doses and the LET
distributions of the doses.

The following four basic factors affect the

magnitude of the charged-particle flux measured in

+'USFportionof thework partiallysupportedbyNASA GrantNos NCC2-521 ('NASA-AmesResearchCenter)and
NAG9-235 (NASA-JohnsonSpaceCenter).
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space: (a) solar modulation, i.e. the dependence of
particle flux on SA period; Co) geomagnetic cut-off
threshold (the GCR flux increases with satellite orbit
inclination); (c) the detector shielding thickness; and

(d) the satellite flight altitude (the trapped proton flux
increases steeply with orbital altitude). The degree
of the effect of these factors on the measured LET
distributions will also be discussed below.

Work by Akopova et al. (1990b) and Dudkin et al.
(1992) presents the Biosatellite-9 preliminary exper-
imental dataincludingtheresultsobtainedby Soviet

expertsusing nuclearemulsions(Akopova et al.,
1990b)and the resultsofthejointSoviet-American

researchers(Dudkinetal.,1992).Thesearecompared

with therelevantcalculatedresults.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In conformity with the scientific program for
Biosatellite 9 (Cosmos-204,4), the solid-state nuclear
track detectors (SSNTDs), i.e. nuclear emulsions,

AgC]-based detectors, and dielectric detectors, were
placed in specially designed containers and exposed
inside and outside the satellite during i4 days of flight
near the Earth (at294 km apogee,216 km perigee,

orbitinclinationi= 82.3°)under quietgeomagnetic

conditions.The participantsintheexperimentarethe

ESA, representedby FrankfurtUniversity,Germany

(the AgCl detectors),Kiel University,Germany

(thedielectricdetectorswith differentthresholdsof

panicleLET detection),the Centre de Recherches
Nucl_aires,Strasbourg,France (nuclearemulsions),

and the.ResearchCanter of SpacecraftRadiation

Safety,Moscow, U.S.S.R. (nuclearemulsions of

varioustypes).Plasticnucleartrackdetectorswere

contributedby the Universityof San Francisco,

U.S.A.The AgC] detectorsweremounted onlyinside

the satellite, and the American-made dielectric detec-

tors only outside the satellite, while the German-
made dielectric detectors and the French- and
Soviet-made nuclear emulsions were mounted both
inside and outside the satellite.

The SSNTDs used in the experiment are character-

ized byeffectiveparticleLET thresholdsabovewhich

theparticlescouldbe detected(L_: seeTable I).
Varioustypesof nuclearemulsionswere used to

detecttheCR particle,throughouttheirLET range.

Emulsion stackscontaining200-/am-thickBR- and

BYa-type emulsionswrapped with light-tightpaper

and aluminizedLavsan were placedin instrument
modules eitheroutsideor insidethe satellite.After

exposure and recovery, each layer of the emulsion
stack was treated by the selective development tech-

nique which makes it possible to control the emulsion
layer threshold sensitivity in a broad interval of LET
(Akopova et d., 1983). The emulsion threshold sensi-
tivity control is based on the introduction of Br- ions
into an exposed emulsion layer by diffusion. The Br-
ions were emitted from BR-type layers (emitters)

glued to either of the surfaces of an exposed layer
that had been irradiated beforehand with blue-violet

light. The Br- ion generation and diffusion from the
emitters to the exposed layers gives rise to a negative
bromine barrier around the latent image centers,

thereby increasing the induction periods of develop-
ing centers. The ability of the centers to be developed
depends, then, upon the ratio of the height of
the barrier restricting the arrival of electrons at the
centerstothedepthofthepotentialwellinwhich the

electronsarecaptured.Thus, theemulsionthreshold

sensitivitycontrolisbased on differentdegreesof

dispersionof thelatentimage centersproduced by

panicleswith differentLET values.The threshold
sensitivity of the exposed layerpermitsonly those

particle tracks to be developed for which the LET is
at least equal to some threshold LET value. There-
fore, the technique of finding the planar fluence of the

panicles with LET >/LET_ does not require the
track parameters to be measured but is reduced to
countingthenumber of thetrackstraversinga par-
ticularsectionofan emulsionsurface.Calibrationof

thetechniquewas achievedby exposingemulsionsto

particlebeams ofwell-definedLETs.
We used BYa-type emulsion which permitsthe

integralLET spectratobe measured withinan inter-
valfrom 12 to ~104 MeV ctn-_ of biologicaltissue

(water),with the lowerlimit(12MeV cm -I)being
definedby the effectivesensitivityof the BYa-type

emulsion.To obtainacompleteLET distribution,we

sometimesused the relativisticBR-type emulsion,

therebymaking itpossible(towithina largemicro-

scopescanningerror)tofindtheplanarfluenceofCR

particlesatsmallLET values(theLET ofrelativistic
protonsintissueis~ 2.0MeV cm- _).Scanningerror

with BR-typeemulsionincreases(a)due to a high

trackexposureofthe detectors(thesatelliteflights

lasted,as a rule,for more than 10 days);and Co)

becausethe operatorcan easilyoverlooktracksof

relativisticprotons(lowgraindensities).
Thismethod hasthedrawback ofemulsionshrink-

age afterthe layershave been fixedand developed,

which may leadto distortion.The necessityfor a

TableI.Effectivethresholds(L_,,a)ofparticledetectionbytheCosmos-2044NTDs

Detector
Detector type

Single
Dielectricdetectors crystal Nuclear emulsion

CR-39 CNk CNo Lexan AgCI BR-2 BYa-2 Ilford K.2

Country U.S.A. Germany Germany U.S.S.R. U.S.S.R. France
Kiel K.iel Kiel Frankfurt

Lump, MeVeto-i,
intissue ~40 1200 1800 5800 60 2.0 12.0 > I0
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~ 60% ambient humidity to be maintained is also a
drawback of the method. "

The method forfindingtheLET distributionswith

dielectricdetectorsofCR-39, CN, and Lexan types,

whose effectivethresholdsofparticleLET detection

are presentedin Table l, has been testedearlier

duringvariousspacecraftflights.Afterbeingetched

under appropriatetime-temperatureconditions,the
K.ieldetectorswere scannedtofindtheLET spectra

by countingthe particletrackdensitiesper surface

and correctingforflightdurationand fortheeffective

solidanglesfor registrationof particlesincidenton

the detectors. The particle numbers were then plotted
at the respectiveLET thresholdsfor each of the

detectors.
The American-made CR-39 plasticNTDs, of

~600/_m thicknesseach,wereetchedinthestandard

manner for 7days in a 6.25N NaOH solutionat
50°C. The bulk etch B (i.e.the totalthicknessre-

moved from each surface)was measured inallthe

layers.For readout,pairsof detectorswere segre.

gatedaccordingtotheirorientationsduringtheflight.

Each two adjacentinnersurfaceswere scannedwith

an opticalmicroscope,therebymaking itpossible

to group the particlesintoshort-range(SR) tracks,
when the matching tracksappearon two innersur-

facesonly,and thelong-rangeGCR tracks,when the

matching tracksappear on allfour surfacesof the

pairsofdetectors.The SR particlesincludedtheSR
secondariesfrom targetnucleiwithintheplastic,the

stoppingprimaryC-CR particles,and thetrappedRB

particles.All protonswere classifiedasSR particles
becauseof theirshortregistrationpathsin CR-39.

The GCR paniclesincludetheprimaryCR particles

and the long-rangesecondarieswhich are mainly

projectilefragmentsof primaryGCRs. Etchingof

the CR-39 produces conicaltracksat the panicle
entranceand exitpoints.The intersectionsof the

coneswith theCR-39 surfacesareellipticalinshape.

The lengthsof the major and minor axes of the

ellipseswere measured on thedetectorsurfaces.The

axiallengthsand the valuesOf B in the specimens,

togetherwiththecalibrationofparticleLET response
in CR-39, were then used to find the totalLET

distributions.

The AgCl single-crystallayerscoatedwith a Cd

greaseon a glassunderlayerwere used toobtainthe

LET spectrainsidethe satellite.For particledetection
by AgCl crystals,high-power yellow-green.light
sourcesare used to preservethe latenttrackimage

beforedevelopment(German-made lithiumbatteries
were used on the satellite).The 140-/_m-thickAgCl

singlecrystalswere mounted insidespeciallydesigned
containerswhere biologicalobjectswere alsoplaced.

Such a detectorwas usedearlierinspaceborneexper-

irnents,mainly in radiobiologicalexperiments(for

example, on Cosmos-1887). The detectorscould

recordparticleswith LET above I0McV g-'crn-_.

During the spaceflight,thelatentimage centerspro-

duced by theparticleswithlow LET valuesdisappear

NT _/I--K

f
due tothefadingwhich occurscontinuallywithinthe
detectorvolume,so theeff_tivedetectionthreshold

for particleLET getss-_ftedtowards higherLET

values(~60 MeV cm -Iof tissueinthegivenexper-

iment).The detectorsareusedtofindtheLET spectra

ofCR particlesintheLET rangeabovethethreshold.

In the present work, the experiments were sup-

plementedwithcalculationsoftheLET spectrainthe
Cosmos-2044 orbitusingtwo independentprograms

designedin the U.S.A. and in the U.S.S.R.The

American program allowsfor the contributionsof

GCR particles(protonsand He nucleionly),of the

inner RB protons,and of the Z = I anomalous

component to the integralLET distributions.
Allowanceisalsomade forgeomagneticcut-offand

forthescreeningofpaniclesby the Earthwithout,

however, any geomagneticdisturbance.A similar

program designedintheU.S.S.R.wasused tocalcu-
latethecontributionfrom the Z >i3 GCR panicles

only.More detailscan be found in Dudkin et al.

(1992).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1 and 2 show the integral LET spectra
outside (Fig. l) and inside (Fig. 2) Cosmos-2044. The
spectra have been obtained with different NTDs.
In allcases,the planar paniclefluence,i.e. the
number oftrackstraversingthedetectorsurface,was

measured.
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It should be noted that the measurement results
obtained at different research centers with different

detectors have proved to be in satisfactory agreement.
Certain differences in the integral spectra obtained

outside the satellite (Fig. 1) can be accounted for by
the difference in the detector shielding thicknesses.
Because of a near-polar inclination of the satellite
orbit, the contribution of SR particles to the total flux

must depend substantially on the detector shielding
thickness, even in the case of small tldcknesses

(6 < 2 g cm-2). The American-made dielectric detec-
tor data show that the SR panicle flux density under
a shielding_ = 0.2gcm -2 isalmost an order of

magnitude higher than that of 6 ,,-2.0gcm-2

(Dudkin etal.,1992).
For comparison,Figs I and 2 alsopresentthe

calculatedintegralLET distributionsofCR particles
on the Cosmos-2044 orbitduringsolarmaximum.

The calculationswere made at6 = 1.0g cm -2(Fig.I)

and 6- 20gcm -2 (Fig.2) usingthe two available
models forcalculatingthe LET spectra.The figures

V. E. DUDKIN etal.

show thetotalLET spectraofCR particles(curveI).
Each ofthedistributionsconsistsofanLET spectrum

definedby the lightCR components (the GCR

protons,the He nucleiand the RB protons) as
calculatedby theAmerican program, and includes
theLET distributionoftheZ > 3CR panicles(GCR

panicles)calculatedby theSovietprogram. A good

agreement is seen between the experimentaland
theoretical data in the two figures.

It should be noted that the simultaneous usage of

different techniques for measuring the LET spectra

has proved to be very fruitful because, firstly, a
broader range of LET values can be covered and,
secondly,the reliability of the measurement results

in the intervals of overlapped measurements are

improved.
The LET distributions obtained were used to calcu-

late the absorbed and equivalent doses inside and
outside the satellite. To facilitate the calculations, the

LET spectra were approximated by piecewise con-
tinuous functions:

N(L >i/0) = • x L_ t, (1)

where • and 3 are constants.
The integral LET spectra of CR particles measured

in different low-Earth orbits and outside the magneto-

sphere exhibit a characteristic knee at L ~ 1350
MeV can- t. The knee, i.e. a decrease of the exponent

in (I), can be accounted for by the fact that the
GCR Fe nuclei are detected at L w. 1350 MeV cm -]

and higher, and that the flux of Fe nuclei decreases
with increasing L very rapidly in comparisonwith the

range L < 1350MeV cm -_, Where all CR panicles
from protons to Fe nuclei contribute to the total flux.

The same pattern was recorded on Cosmos-2044;
from Figs 1 and 2 it is seen that the characteristic
knees in the LET distributions at L > 10a MeV cre-
ate observed. When calculating the doses for these

spectra, therefore, we approximated the resultant
integral LET spectra by expressions of type (1) in
two L ranges, 2.0_</0< 1350MeV cm -l and
1350</o<5 x 10' MeVcm -l.

To find the effect of the spread of the experimental

points in the LET spectra on the absorbed and
equivalent doses, we applied the approximation func-
tions of type (1) to each of the spectra shown in Figs 1
and 2 in such a manner that all the experimental
and calculated values of N (L ;_ Lu) would be below

(the first case, "Maximum" version) and above (the
second case, "Minimum" version) the approximation
functions. Table 2 presents the resultant values of the

Table2.The valuesoftheapproximationconstants,,and #

Detectors mounted

Outsidethesatelfite Insidethesatellite

Version
Maximum

Minimum

LET range,intissue
2_ L _ 1350MeV crn=I
1350<L <5 x I04MeVcm -I
2_L _ 1350MeVcm-'
1350<L <5 x I04MeV cm-I

constanl:
0.2088 1.3800 0.1425 1.4540

1.052 x I03 2.5626 1.00 x I0a 3.641

0.2370 1.5645 0.1836 1.8197
2.850x I06 3.826 5.03x I0t6 7.39

V
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Table3.Calculatedyaluesoftheabsorbed(D)andequivalent(H) doses
*_'_,"= m the Cosmos-20a,4orbit

Detectors mounted

Outside the satellite
(igem -2)

Inside the satellite
(20 g cm-_)

mrad mrem mrad mrem
Dose H, D,_ H,_

Version \ D' day_ day day day

Maximum 9.7 25.9 5.6 12.5
Minimum 7.6 13.6 4.0 5.1
Mean doses 8.6 __ 1.4 19.7 _ 6.2 4.8 + 0.8 8.8 ± 3.7

constants,,and ft.Table 3 presentsthedosescalcu-

latedthroughouttheL rangeintwo versionsand also

givesthe mean valuesofthe doses.

The QFs averagedover the LET spectraon the

givenorbitare2.3outsideand 1.8insidethesatellite.
Itshouldbe noted thatthevaluesofthe dosesand

QFs obtainedoutsidethesatellitedo notallowforthe
contributiontothetotaldose from theRB electrons

which,accordingto Akatov etal.(1990),may con-

stitute70--90% ofthe totaldoseunder shieldingof

lessthan ~ 1.5gcm -2(evenduringsolarminimum
and atan orbitalinclinationof60°).With theelectron

component included, the doses during solar
maximum at 82° inclinationand 250kin altitude

wiU increase to D(_ = 1.0)=69.3mrad day-' and

H(,5= 1.0)= 83.6mrem day-I.The averagedQF on

such an orbitunder shielding6 = 1.0g cm -_willfall

toQF --1.2,inagreementwith Akatov etal.0990).

The equivalentdoses were calculatedusingour

approximation of the dependences of QF on

LET m L= intissue,thevaluesofwhicharetabulated

inICRP-26 0977):

QF= I

atL _<35MeV cm- i

QF= 2.857x 10-2x L

at3.5<L _<70MeVcrn -t

QF = 6.830x I0-_x Lores°

at70 < L _ 520 MeV cm- _ (2)

QF = 2.625x 10-lx L°'sin

at 530< L _ 1750MeVcm -_

QF = 20

atL > 1750MeVcm -].

The disagreementbetweentheapprommated data
and therecommended QF valuesisnot greaterthan

_5% throughoutthe L range.It shouldalsobe
noted thatthe CR doses were calculatedin some

studies(Silberbergeral.,1984;Letaw etaL, 1986,

1987;Lemw and Clearwater,1986)usingotherfunc-

tionsto approximatethedependenceQF =f(L):

I at L_35MeVcm "lQF= 0.072 x L °74 at 35 <L <2000MeVcrn -t

L 20 at L _ 2000 MeV cm- l
(3)

An analysishas shown that the equations(3)

underestimatetherecommended QF valuesby up to

20--30% at 35<L <2000MeV cm -_. It is note-

worthy that the absorbed doses calculatedin the
versions"Maximum" and "Minimum" (seeTable3)

differfrom each otherby not more than ~ 30% for

theLET spectrameasured bothinsideand outsidethe
satellite.At thesame time,theequivalentdosesdiffer

from each otherby a factorof2.0--2.5forthesame
LET distributions.Itshouldbe emphasizedthatthis

corresponds to the largest spreads found between the
different measurements.

Figure 3 presents our calculated integral LET
distributions of the absorbed and equivalent doses
outside and inside the satellite. The approximation
functions in the version "Maximum" were used as the

input data. From Fig. 3 it is seen that the general
trend of the LET dependence is the same outside
and inside the satellite with the dependence being
"shifted" towards smaller LET values (towards

higher particle energies) inside the satellite, as would

be expected in principle.
Nearly 50% of the total equivalent dose is from the

particles whose LET exceeds 400 MeV cm- i, whereas
~ 50% of the absorbed dose is from the particles with

LET below 10MeV c-m-'. Knowing, for example,
that dielectric detectors such as CR-39 measure par-
ticles with LET t> 40 MeV cm -I in tissue, we can
note from Fig. 3 that, in this instance, the detected

1.o _ / _ ounce
........ inside

0o; ,o, ,o, ,o, ,o, ,is
Lo.MeV'cm"I intissue

Fro. 3. The dose-LET distributions obmin_l on Cosmos-
2044. The outsidecurvesare for1gem -zshielding;inside

curvesarefor20gcm "2
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absorbed dose can be as small as 20-30% of the total,

while the equivalent dose is 60-70% of the total. This
fact has been corroborated by the data of Dudkin
et al. (1992) where absorbed and equivalent doses
which were measured with CR-39 outside Cosmos-

2044 are presented. According to Fig. 3, the absorbed
dose (1.32-1.53 mrad day -3) under an ~ 1.5 g era-:

shielding is 23*/, of the total dose, thereby yielding
~6.2 mrad day -t when the total dose is estimated

for the full LET range, in agreement with the mean
value of (8.6 "L-_1.4) mrad day -1 from Table 3 at
~ 1.0 g era--'. Similarly, according to Fig. 3, the value

of (12.$-13.9) mrem day -_ must constitute ~ 72% of
the total dose. Simple calculations yield 18.5mrern

day -_, also in good agreement with the data of
Table 3 for outside the satellite.

The greatest differences in the values of the LET
spectra measured by different techniques occur in the
tails of the spectra. The differences may be accounted

for by a low statistical accuracy of the results for
rare events (particles with high LET values) and by

marginal detection of the fluence of CR particles
with LETs near the detector thresholds. Particular

attention should be paid in the future to the correct
determination of the total fluence (at the lowest

ionization values) and of the flue,nee at
L > 103 MeVem -_.
- As noted above, the Cosmos-20A4 flight was distin-

guished by the following factors: the flight took place
during solar maximum on a near-polar orbit with an

apogee of close to 300 kin. The effect of the orbital
parameters on the different sources of radiation in the
Earth's environment (GCR particles and RB protons

and electrons) varies. The C_rCR particle flux changes
little with orbital altitude, but decreases with increas-

ing solar activity (due to the screening effect of solar
wind on the GCR flux) and increases with orbital

inclination (due to a decrease in the geomagnetic
cut-off threshold). The RB proton contribution
decreaseswith increasingsolar activityand with

decreasingorbitalaltitude(at--200-300km theorbit

passesunder thezone ofthemost intensefluxesofthe

Braziliananomaly) and increaseswith decreasingi,

fori> -,-35=(duetoa longerresidenceofthesatellite

in the region of the Braziliananomaly).The RB

electronfluxesincreasewith solaractivity,whereas

the contributionof precipitatingelectronsin the

Earth's near-polar zone increases with decreasing
altitude and increasing inclination.

The above-mentioned relationships have been con-

farmed experimentally by comparing doses measured
with American-made thermoluminescent dosimeters
on two satellites (Cosmos-20A4 and -1887) (Frank

et al., 1990; Benton et al., 1988). Cosmos-1887 flew

at a higher altitude and a smaller inclination during
solar minimum.

As noted above, the Cosmos-20A4 flight is dis-

tinguished by its coincidence with the maximum of
Solar Cycle 22. According to some predictions [see
the review ISSN 0208-1849 (1990)] the Cycle 22

2SOl /-,...
" 19

/" ° =
J" o°lk..

o o

• ° w _ of C05MOS-20_4
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FIG. 4, Wolf numbersversus time during Solar Cycle 22.

maximum should have exceeded all the previous

cycles in solar activity. If so, we would expect a

pronounced decrease in the GCR particle flux and
in the RB proton flux in low orbits. This was not
observed, however.

The Wolf numbers (/_=), recorded continually at

various ground-based observatories, are known to be

a significant criterion for estimating solar activity.
Figure 4, borrowed from ISSN 0208-1849 (1990),
presents the Wolf number data up to March 1990.

September 1986 is taken to be the onset of Cycle 22;
the Cycle 19 data are presented for comparison
(Cycle 19 was the most intense of the last five decades).
The thick solid line represents the/_ values during

Cycle 19 (smoothed mean-monthly _ values); the

dashed lines represent a 90% contidenee interval; the
dots are observation data (smoothed R, values up to

August 1989 and observed values up to March 1990).
From Fig. 4 it is seen that, up to the present, a

maximum of extreme intensity has not been attained

inCycle22.At most,the R, valueswillapproach the

valuesobservedduringCycle 19,but willnot exceed

them. Thus, despitethe violentriseof solaractivity

duringitsinitialphases,Cycle 22 can be considered

tobe fairlymoderate,with the highestvaluesof R,

reaching150-I70,which areclosetothelevelsduring

Cycles18 and 19.

Consideringthe fact that Cosmos-2044 flew in

September 1989 and that the delay between solar
activity and GCR particle modulation is about half

a year, we may say that solar activity during the
Cosmos-20_ Right was moderate and comparable
with the levels during the previous solar cycle. Our
results are consistent with this conclusion.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

(i) The experimental studies of integral LET distri-

butions carried out on board Cosmos-20_ by experts

from different countries using various detectors have

demonstrated that the results obtained are in satis-

factory agreement in the overlapping LET ranges. A

satisfactory agreement was also obtained between the

experimental data and the LET spectrum calculations

obtained with two different calculation models.

(ii) The absorbed and equivalent doses inside and

outside the satellite have been calculated using the

measured LET distributions as input data. This

approach has been demonstrated to yield good results

for calculating the absorbed dose and to be applicable

for estimating the equivalent dose. For improved

results, it is necessary to increase the accuracy of flux

measurements in the mils of the LET spectra and,

particularly, to measure the fluence of all charged

heavy CR particles by multiple methods.

(iii) The integral dose LET distributions calculated

for Cosmos-20_ show that ~ 50% of the absorbed

dose is from the particles with LET below I0 MeV

c-m -t, while -,, 50% of the equivalent dose is from the

particles with LET above 400 MeV cm -_. The CR-39

detector, with a LET threshold for particle detection

at ,--_ MeV cm -_, may detect as little as 20-30% of

the absorbed dose and 60-70% of the equivalent dose

in a Cosmos-2044 type of orbit.

(iv) The Cosmos-2044 flight is distinguished by a

near-polar orbit and by its coincidence with solar

maximum. The orbit tends to increase the detected

particle fluence, in comparison with the usual lower

inclination orbits, due to a decrease in the geo-

magnetic cutoff threshold. The coincidence with solar

maximum, on the other hand, results in a general

decrease in fluences of both GCR particles and RB

protons. These factors, along with a rather low

orbital altitude, explain the variations in radiation

exposure as compared with earlier spaceflights. It has

also been demonstrated that, despite the predictions

of an extremely high solar maximum in Cycle 22, the

solar activity can be considered fairly moderate. This

is consistent with the experimental data presented

here.
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